


PRELUDE

	

In	its	debut	way	back	in	1973,	this	little	book	of	poetry	by

Minthuwun	was	meant	to	commemorate	poetical	genius	of	the	then

young	Mg	Wun	as	he	was	awarded	with	state's	scholarship	to	further	his

study	in	England.	The	circulation	was	a	mere	500	and	it	was	meant	to	be

just	a	little	book	to	celebrate	the	occasion	and	no	one	seemed	to	be	aware

that	it	would	become	a	great	piece	of	history	in	Myanmar's	literature	as

decades	gone	by.

The	idea	of	this	little	book	was	spawned	by	Mg	Wun's

professor,	and	mentor,	Dr.	G.H.	Luce,	who	firmly	believed	that	his	young

(and	brilliant)	protege,	would	one	day	become	a	literary	luminary	as	his

(Mg	Wun's)	embodiment	of	profound	thoughts,	serene	and	beautiful,	can

be	obviously	seen	in	his	poems.	Thus	came	the	idea,	and	thus,	thronged

Mg	Wun's	friends	who	supplemented	the	book	with	their	translations	to

honour	their	dear	buddy.	Among	the	poems	is	a	piece	of	his	work	a	short

and	poignant	story	of	''the	agony	of	yearningsunmet."	Though	a	short

story,	it	emanates	illuminant	sparks	in	Myanmar	literary.	Personification

of	an	aching	hear,	the	boy	of	the	story	could	be	each	and	every	of	us	with

doleful	longings	deep	inside.	No	wonder	the	story	was	much	loved	by	one

and	by	all.

I	have	been	wondering	about	ways	to	bringing	this	little	mighty

book	to	reader	again.	As	the	eldest	son	of	Poet	Minthuwun,	I	feel	it	is	my



filial	duty	to	do	so.	During	the	yesteryears	when	I	was	pressed	with	work

abroad,	my	younger	brother	U	Htain	Kyaw	(who	holds	the	pseudonym	of

Dalaban	and	has	produced	memoirs	on	our	dear	father)	did	his	best	to

carry	on	with	our	father's	works.	However,	as	he	is	now	rather	in	a	fix	to

do	so,	but	time	wonderfully	coincided	with	my	retirement	and	also	by	kind

help	of	my	paternal	cousin	(son	of	Minthuwun's	sister	Poet	Nu	Yin),	my

long-time	unsettled	wish	has	been	settled	blissfully.

U	Nyan	Soe	(Oakkar)

6.12-2012

***

စစီဥသ္၏ူအမာွ

ကၽြနေ္တာသ္ည	္ဆရာႀကးီမငး္သ၀ုဏ၏္	သားႀကးီျဖစပ္ါသည။္	ဦးဉာဏစ္ုိးဟု

အမညေ္ခၚပါသည။္	ကၽြနေ္တာ၏္ည	ီဦးစုိထငေ္ကာ်	္(အဘ	အေၾကာငး္စာမာ်းေရးသူ

စာေရးဆရာဒလဘနး္)	ကုိ	စာဖတသ္တူုိ႔	အသမိာ်းပါသည။္	ညေီလးသည	္စာလညး္ေရး၊

စာအပုလ္ညး္	ထြကသ္ျူဖစသ္ျဖင့္	စာေပေလာကသားမာ်း၊	အဘကုိခစ်ၾ္ကသမူာ်းႏငွ့္

အကၽြမး္တ၀င	္ပုိရွိပါသည။္	သုိ႔ရာတြင	္ညေီလးကလညး္	စာေပဘကက္ုိ	မလညွ့္ႏုိငျ္ပနပ္ါ။

ကၽြနေ္တာသ္ညလ္ညး္	အလပုတ္ာ၀နမ္ာ်း၊	သားသမးီတာ၀နမ္ာ်းပကိာ	ျမနမ္ာျပညတ္ြငပ္င္

မေနရႏုိငသ္ညက္ုိ	စတိမ္ေကန်ပႏ္ုိငခ္ဲ့သညမ္ာွ	ၾကာေညာငး္ခဲ့ပါၿပ။ီ	ယခ	ုပငစ္ငယ္ၿူပးီ

အဘစာေပမာ်းကုိ	ဆကလ္ကထ္တုေ္၀ခင်သ္ညဟ္	ုေတြးေနခုိက၊္	တစေ္န႔	ည၀ီမး္ကြဲ

(ေဒၚေလးႏယုဥ၏္	သား)	ကန်း္မာေရးမေကာငး္သညက္ုိ	ေစာင့္ေရာွကရ္နသ္ြားရာမွ



ညေီလးႏငွ့္	စကားစပမ္ၿိပးီ	ကၽြနေ္တာ့္တြင	္ေအာငး္ေနေသာစတိခ္စံားမႈကုိ	ေျပာမရိာမွ

ယခစုာအပု	္ထြကရ္ွိခဲ့ရျခငး္ျဖစပ္ါသည။္

အဘႏငွ့္	သ၏ူခစ်လ္စွြာေသာ	ႏမွေလးက	(ေဒၚေလးႏယုဥ)္တုိ႔

ကၽြနေ္တာတ္ုိ႔ညအီစက္ုိတစေ္တြ	ခစ်ခ္စ်ခ္ငခ္င	္စစုစုညး္စညး္	အဘတုိ႔	စာေပတာ၀နမ္ာ်းကုိ

ဆကလ္ကထ္မး္ေဆာငေ္နၾကသညက္ို	ျမငေ္စခင်လ္ပွါေတာသ့ည။္

ကၽြနေ္တာသ္ည	္ယခမု	ွအဖုိးတနလ္ေွသာ	စတိခ္မ်း္သာမႈကုိ	ခစံားၾကညႏ္းူမရိငး္

အဘကုိခစ်ၾ္ကသ	ူစာ၀ါသနာရငွမ္ာ်းအား	ႏႈတခ္ြနး္ဆကပ္ါသညခ္ငဗ္ာ်း။

အဘစာေပႏငွ့္ေသာလ္ညး္ေကာငး္၊	အဘႏငွ့္ပတသ္ကသ္မွ်ေသာ

အေၾကာငး္အရာမာ်း	အားလံုးအတြက	္ကၽြနေ္တာ့္ထဆံကသ္ြယႏ္ုိငပ္ါသည။္

ဦးဉာဏစ္ုိး	(ဥကာၠ)

ဒ-ုၫႊနၾ္ကားေရးမွဴး	(ၿငမိး္)

ကာကြယေ္ဆးထတုလ္ပုေ္ရးဌာနခြဲ

တရိစၧာနေ္မြးျမေဴရးႏငွ့္ကသုေရးဦးစးီဌာန

6-12-2012

***

FOREWARD

Poems	of	Minthuwun	are	mainly	about	his	love	for	nature	and

the	world	around	him.	Honesty	is	his	hallmark.	Words	are	his	wife.	Poems



his	childern.	The	world	is	his	home.	Throughout	his	extraordinary	98	year

lifespan,	he	spent	his	days	talking	love	and	kindness....	and	poetry.	Pomps

and	ceremonies	never	got	way	to	him.	Financial	inclinations	never	had	he.

Such	is	the	people's	poet.	Such	embodiment	is	the	many-wondered	pen	of

Minthuwun.

Even	he	became	famous	as	poet	Minthuwun,	even	in	his	youth

as	Mg	Hla	Wun,	son	of	a	wealthy	small-town	farmer,	his	genius	was

prominent	in	his	early	poems	he	composed	in	his	teens.	When	in	college,

the	sensibility	and	faculty	of	expressions	in	his	poems	were	noticed	by	one

professor	Dr.	G.H.Luce,	who	later	became	his	mentor.	When	Mg	Wun

was	awarded	with	state's	scholar	at	prestigious	Oxford	Unversity,	his

Professor	arranged	a	little	book	together	with	his	loving	buddies	Mg	Khin

Zaw,	Mg	Nyi	Nyi,	Mg	Myo	Min	and	Mg	Khin	Maung	to	mark	his	success.

Together	they	made	a	booklet	in	which	his	poems	with	translations	by	the

said	friends	and	a	short	story	"Bagyi	Aung	Nyar-de"	(Agony	of	an

unrequitted	longing)	were	featured	and	the	featured	short	story	later

became	one	his	masterpieces.

In	this	day	and	age	when	such	calibre	in	Myanmar's	pen-

world	is	missing	we	are	proud	to	have	this	mighty	booklet	re-emerged	for

later-generation	readership.

This	book	is	NOT	just	about	a	man	called	Minthuwun.	It	is

about	the	Myanmar	poet	whose	poetry	made	Myanmar	Naing-gan	and

Myanmar	people	able	to	stand	proud	among	others	in	the	world.

Thar	Tet	Toe
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***

ထတုေ္၀သအူမာွ

အဘကၽြနေ္တာ့္ကုိ	တစခ္ါကေျပာဖးူပါသည။္	ငါတုိ႔ေဆြေတြမ်ိဳးေတြထမဲာွ

ဆငး္ရခဲင်ဆ္ငး္ရမဲယ၊္	ခမ်း္သာခင်	္ခမ်း္သာမယ၊္	လမိတ္ာေကာကတ္ာ

နာမညပ္က်တ္စေ္ယာကမ္	ွမပါဘးူ။

အဘတုိ႔၏	႐ုိးသားမႈ၊	ျဖစဴငမ္ႈဂဏုက္ုိ	ကၽြနေ္တာ့္တစသ္ကတ္ြင္

တနဖ္ုိးအထားဆုံး	ျဖစပ္ါသည။္

အဘကြယလ္ြနေ္သာအခါ	ေျမခမ်ည့္ေန႔	သုႆာနသ္ုိ႔အသြား

ကၽြနေ္တာအ္မိက္ကားႏငွ့္	မလုိကဘ္	ဲအမာ်းစးီဘတစ္က္ားႏငွ့္	တမငလ္ုိကခ္ဲ့ပါသည။္

ကၽြနေ္တာ့္ကုိ	အဘ၏တမူနွး္	မသၾိကပါ။

ကၽြနေ္တာ့္ေရ႕ွတြင	္အသက	္(၆၀)ခန႔္	အစက္ုိႀကးီတစဦ္း

မက်ရ္ညက္သ်ညက္ုိေတြ႔သျဖင့္	အစက္ုိ၊	ဆရာႀကးီ	(အဘဦး၀န)္ႏငွ့္	ခငသ္လားဟု

ကၽြနေ္တာက္	ေမးမပိါသည။္	ထုိအစက္ုိႀကးီက	အစက္ုိက	နယက္ပါ။	ဆရာႀကးီႏငွ့္မသပိါဘးူ၊

ျမငလ္ညး္မျမငဖ္းူပါဘးူ၊	ဆရာႀကးီ	ဆံုးတယၾ္ကားေတာ	့မေနႏုိငဘ္းူ၊	လာခင်တ္ယ၊္

ဆရာႀကးီစာေတြဖတၿ္ပးီ	ဆရာႀကးီစတိဓ္ာတက္ုိ	သပိေ္လးစားတယ။္

အမိျ္ပနအ္ေရာက	္အေမက့ုိ	ေျပာျပရငး္	သားအမႏိစွေ္ယာက	္မက်ရ္ညၿ္ဖဳိငၿ္ဖဳိင္

ကရ်ပါသည။္

သားတကတ္ုိး



6-21-2012

***

FOREWORD

BY

G.h.LUCE

This	booklet	will,	we	hope,	herald	a	new	age	of	Burmese

poetry.	Exposed	for	half	a	century	to	the	impact	of	western	culture,

Burmese	literature	has	only	just	survived.	Its	only	chance	was	to	absorb

that	culture,	and	triumph	over	it.	Rangoon	University	and	the	"World	of

Books"	have	helped.	If	anyone	still	doubts	whether	the	tide	has	turned,	let

him	read	these	poems.

Minthuwun	is	a	true	Burman,	but	not	an	Upper	Burman.	This

poet	of	Young	Burma	is	a	son	of	the	Delta,	born	almost	within	the	sound

of	the	sea.	For	all	the	alien	influences	around	him,	his	language	is

Burmese	pure	and	undefiled.	His	themes,	too,	are	Burmese,	Buddhist,

even	traditional.	He	is	a	scholar	who	was	drunk	deep	of	ancient	Burma,	of

Pali,	Pyu,	Ole	Mon,	and	Old	Burmese.	Yet	few	of	these	poems	are

burdened	with	scholarship.	Longwinded	rigmarole	is	utterly	eschewed.

With	a	few	simple-artful	touches	(see'	Wingaba')	the	poet	stamps	his



image	on	the	mind.	He	delights	in	homeliness,	colloquiality,	in	village	life

and	nursery	ditties.	Even	a	foreigner	can	feel	the	neatness	of	his	lyric

note.	Yet	out	of	the	sweetness	comes	forth	strength	(see	'The	Poaen	of

Freedom'),	the	strength	of	delicacy,	of	one	who	knows	and	trusts	his

feelings	and	dare	shew	them,	of	one	who	looks	into	his	heart	and	writes.

It	was	a	happy	notion	to	print	his	friend's	English	translations

with	these	poems.	They	are	very	free,	often	read	rather	like	variations	on

his	theme.	They	are	themselves	the	work	of	poets,	independent,	sensitive,

and	sometimes	strangely	felicitous.

G.H.	LUCE

1936



	

THE	HARBINGER

In	the	beginning	of	summer,	when	sear	leaves	are	blown	away

by	spring-breeze	and	green	new	leaves	come	out	in	harmonious	array

and	when	the	mist	hangs	over	the	little	wood,	the	young	sweet-singing

cuckoo	leaves	the	brown	forest	and	approaches	human	dwellings.	It

makes	new	songs	bringing	the	messages.	"May	evil	be	away	and	filth	not

soil	you	in	the	year	that	is	coming	round	again.	And	may	you	be	happy!"

As	the	little	bird	sings	"Coukoo!	Cuckoo!"	in	the	sylvan	note,	deep	at	times

and	soft	at	others,	sometimes	loud	and	sometimes	faint,	I	seem	to	see	my

golden-complexioned	son	hastening	home	from	the	strange,	distant	place

where	he	has	gone	to	learn	by	his	master's	side.	And	my	bosom	is	ready

to	welcome	my	son!

N.N

***

ေရ႕ွေတာေ္ျပး

ေညာငး္ရြကေ္လခ်ီ၊	ျမရြကစ္ႏီငွ့္

ရာသေီႏြဦး၊	မငး္လြငျ္မးဴက



ရင့္က်ဴးသခံ်ိဳ၊	ဥၾသပ်ိဳလညး္

ဧခင်း္,	အ,ဲ	အန၊္	သစသ္စဖ္နလ္က်္

လညျ္ပနတ္ႏစွ၊္	ဆနး္မညေ္ခတ၀္ယ္

ျမညဴစမ္တင၊္	ဘယာစင၍္

ၾကညရ္ႊငေ္စေသာ၀၊္	ရညရ္ြယေ္ျပာသုိ႔

ဥၾသ....ဥၾသ၊	ၿမဳိငသ္ေံႏာွလက်္

သေံအာတလွဲ႔၊	သေံလးတြ႔ဲႏငွ့္

ၿပ႕ဲၿပ႕ဲတလ၊ီ	သဲ့သဲ့သေီသာ္

သဂိႌေရာငေ္စြး၊	မယ့္ရငေ္သးသည္

ေဆြေ၀းရပျ္ခား၊	ဆရာပ့ါးမွ

မနားမဖင၊္	ျပနေ္ၾကာငး္ထငသ္ည။္

မယ့္ရင	္ဆငသ္င့္	ျပငႏ္ငွ့္ၿပ။ီ	။

၂၂	ရက၊္	ဒဇီငဘ္ာလ၊	၁၉၃၁	ခႏုစွ္

***

NIGHT	THOUGHTS.

Whenever,	engulfed	in	seas	of	trouble,	I	fled	the	college	and

sought	refuge	at	home,	One	word	form	mother's	sweetest	lips,	And	seas



of	trouble	seemed	as	nought.

When,	in	times	to	come,

A	whirl	in	the	shirligig	of	life,	Helpless	like	a	wind-worried	cloud,

My	need	be	sore,

Who	will	there	be	to	give	me	succour,	Ambush	cares,	and	on

fretting	brows	Lay	the	leaves	of	love?

That	instant,	it	seems	to	me,	The	moon	shone	forth	more

brightly	bright,	A	brust	of	fragrance	fills	the	night,	Any	my	heart's	ear

faintly	caught,	As	if	in	answer	to	my	question,	A	whisper,	wondrous	soft,

In	the	timid	sighing	fashion	Of	rose-buds	opening	when

besought	By	breezes	in	the	night.

Whence	came	it?

K.

***

သုိ႔ေလာ	သုိ႔ေလာ

ပငလ္ယသ္ုိ႔ေ၀၊	ပမူ်ိဳးေထြ၍

ျပနေ္လေကာ်ငး္မ၊ွ	အမိသ္ုိ႔ကေ်သာ္



မာတႏႈတခ္်ိဳ၊	တခြနး္ဆုိက။

ထုိထုိပငလ္ယ	္ေလွ်ာသညတ္ညး္။	။

ကာလေနာငေ္နာင၊္	ေလာကေဘာင၀္ယ္

ေလေဆာငတ္မိသ္ား၊	ဟုိသညယ္ားသုိ႔

လာသြားမတည၊္	ခာ်ခာ်လညစ္ဥ္

စတိၾ္ကညရ္ႊငေ္ၾကာငး္၊	မညသ္ေူခာ်ငး္၍။

ေျပာေ့ပာ်ငး္ခ်ိဳသာ	ေဖာ်မ္ညန္ညး္။	။

သုိ႔ေမးႀကဳိကတ္ြနင၊္	စနး္ေရာငရ္ငွသ္ည္

ၾကညလ္ငထ္ြနး္ပ၊	ပနး္ထုိမွ်လညး္

သာစြၾကသဴငး္၊	ကၽြန႔္နားရငး္၀ယ္

ျပန႔္ညႇငး္ခ်ိဳေအး၊	သငံယေ္သးသည္

ကၽြနမ္ေးခက်က္ုိ၊	ေျဖေသာလုိျဖင့္

`ခင္́ ဆုိၿပးီကား၊	ေလတြငပ္ါသည။္

ဘဇာရပက္	လာသညန္ညး္။	။

၂၀	ရက၊္	မတလ္၊	၁၉၃၂	ခႏုစွ္

***



I	fain	would	love

But	that	thou	art

Like	orchids	proud

Earth-disdaining.

I	fain	would	hope

But	that	thou	art

Like	summit-snow

Removed.

I	fain	would	cry

But	that	thou	like

The	distant	moom

Wilt	not	hear.

K.

***

ခြင့္မသာ



မၾကညသ္ာသည၊္	ခငပ္ါလက်လ္ညး္

ပငထ္ကလ္ွံ်၀ငး္၊	ဇငေ္ငြမငး္သုိ႔။

ၾကသဴငး္	ေ၀သ	ီျမင့္ေသာေၾကာင့္။	။

မတမး္သာသည၊္	လြမး္ပါလက်လ္ညး္

မုိးထကေ္ရာငဖ္ံုး၊	လတႏႈနး္သုိ႔။

ခ်ိဳၿပံဳး	ေ၀သ	ီျမင့္ေသာေၾကာင့္။	။

မေခၚသာသည၊္	ေျမာပ္ါလက်လ္ညး္

ေတာငထ္ကေ္ငြေသြး၊	ႏငွး္ျဖေဴဖြးသုိ႔။

ၾကညေ္အး	ေ၀သ	ီျမင့္ေသာေၾကာင့္။	။

၂၅	ရက၊္	မတလ္၊	၁၉၃၂	ခႏုစွ္

***



	

WINGABA

From	the	cool	shade	of	the	dark-green	

Banyan	tree	the	cuckoo	sings	sweet	notes.

The	deer	comes	down	to	drink	at	the	

Swift-flowing	stream.

On	the	smooth	green	lawn	are	spread	

The	fallen	petals	of	Gangaw	flowers.

How	I	long	to	go	to	this	pleasant	

Hermitage	of	Zali	!

[Note	:	The	singer,	a	little	boy,	is	trying	to	picture	the	scene	of

the	Wingaba	hermitage,	described	in	the	Wethandra	Zat-taw-gyi.	Zali

was	the	son	of	Wethandra	and	Madi,	and	would	be	about	the	same	age

as	the	singer.]

M.M

***



၀ကၤပါ

ေအးရပသ္ာတဲ့	ျပညေ္ညာငည္ိဳ

ဥၾသတြနသ္ခံ်ိဳ။

ဒုိးယုိစးီတဲ့	နဒတီြငး္

သမင	္ေရေသာကဆ္ငး္။

ျမကခ္ငး္လဲ့လဲ့	ေျမညညီီ

ကံ့ေကာ	္၀တမ္ႈံစ။ီ

ဇာလေီပာ်တ္ဲ့	ေကာ်ငး္သခၤမး္

လေူလး	သြားခင်စ္မး္။	။

၈	ရက၊္	ဇြနလ္	၊	၁၉၃၅	ခႏုစွ္

***

ROSES

Last	eve	her	ladyship	fancied	some	flowers

We	saw	on	the	wild-wood	way:



I	plucked	them	for	her,	those	forest	flowers;

Alas,	to-day

In	her	hair	are	roses,	roses!

Very	pretty	she	look	with	rose!

K.

***

ႏငွး္ဆပီြင့္

လယေ္တာကျပန္

ပနခ္င်တ္ယ	္ခေရဖးူဆုိလုိ႔

ေမာငခ္းူကာေပး။	။

မနကတ္နုး္ဆကီ

ေၾကာဆ့ံုးကုိ	ေမာငျ္မငေ္တာ့

သ႔ူဆပံင	္ႏငွး္ဆပီြင့္ေတြႏငွ့္

ဂဏုတ္င့္တယေ္လး။	။

၃၁	ရက၊္	ဒဇီငဘ္ာလ	၁၉၃၂	ခႏုစွ္

***



A	LOVER'S	REQUEST

"Love	have	I	none	for	this	cyclic	maze	of	life	and	fain	would	I

struggle	free	from	it."	That	is	your	wish	and	I	cannot	keep	you	from	it.	It

has	been	my	heartfelt	prayer	that	I	may,	hand	in	hand	with	you	on	the

Raft	of	Rectitude,	cross	this	whirling	sea	of	endless	existence	to	the	other

shore	of	Tranquil	Nirvana.	But	you,	my	dearest,	must	go	before	me	as	I

am	not	ready	for	the	voyage	yet.	This	graceless	vagabond	of	me	shall,	like

a	lonely	wreck	tossed	about	on	a	shoreless	sea,	drift	helplessly	with	the

waves	of	the	sea	of	Samsara.	For	this	reason,	O	my	old	love	of	Sakya

strain,	when	you	are	a	Bikkhuni	ripe	with	experience	and	radiant	with

power	and	of	pity	you	take	on	your	forlorn	lover,	let	him	listen	to	your	first

teaching.

N.N

***

တရားဦးေဟာလွဲ႔ပါ

`ကာမေဘာင	္႐ႈပအ္ေထြးကုိလွ

ပ်ိဳေလး	မယမ္ခငလ္ုိ႔



႐နုး္ခင်ၿ္ပီ́ 	ဆပုန	္ၾကားသရူ႕ဲ

တားျမစဖ္ုိ႔	ခြင့္မသာ။

ႏစွက္ုိယ	္တြကဲာပ

ဒ၀ီ	ဲသသံရာက

ေဘာငေ္ခမာ	ဟုိတဖကဆ္သီုိ႔

ေဖာငမ္ဂၢင	္ဆငက္ာကးူမယလ္ုိ႔

ဆထုးူကုိ	ပနည္ေီသာလ္ဲ

ပါရမေီမာငမ္ရင့္ေသာေၾကာင့္

သြားႏငွ့္	သကလ္ာ်။

ဇာတမ္တ	ူအမၾူကမး္သျူဖင့္

ေသာငက္မး္	မျမငႏ္ုိငလ္ုိ႔

တပငတ္ုိင	္နာ၀ါပက်လ္ုိပ

သသံရာ	သညဂ္ယကမ္ာွလွ

စနုတ္ခါ	ဆနတ္ခက်က္ယႏ္ငွ့္

ေပာ်လက်က္ြ႕ဲ	ေယာငခ္ာ်ခာ်

တြယရ္ာျဖင့္	ရွိႏုိငဘ္းူ။

သုိ႔အေၾကာငး္ရယေ္ၾကာင့္

ခစ်ေ္ဟာငး္	ႏြယသ္ာကရီ႕ဲ



ပါရမ	ီျပည့္လွံ်ၿဖဳိးကာပ

တနခ္ုိးေတြ	တလလူႏူငွ့္

ဘကိၡနဴ	ီေထရျီဖစေ္တာခ့ါ

ေမာငခ္စ်က္ို	မယသ္နားတာျဖင့္

တရားမြန	္မနွသ္ေဘာကုိ

ေဟာလ့ညွ့္	အဦး။	။

၂၂	ရက၊္	ဇြနလ္၊	၁၉၃၄	ခႏုစွ္

***

THE	PAEAN	OF	FREEDOM

Free	as	the	air	I	shall	roam	the	skies.

Like	a	sun-beam,	like	a	moon-beam,

I	shall	trip	and	dance	and	disport	myself

On	crests	of	clouds	in	skiey	heights,

And	sleep	tranquil	amidst	their	ambient	folds.

Thence	will	I	loose	the	flood	of	my	song

On	the	crawling	earth,	a	clarion-call	to	freedom,



Freedom	such	as	mine.

No	more	for	me	the	burden	of	fondness,

From	affection's	fetters	free,

Far	above	love's	woeful	wallows,

Unconfined	and	unreluctant,

I	shall	soar	in	boundless	space

Forever	singing	my	songs.

My	mother,	my	father,	my	kinsfolk,	my	friends,

Oh	men	of	this	earth	in	your	millions,

Concede	me	this.

K.

***

SONG	OF	FREEDOM

Free	as	air	will	I	roam	the	skies.	Like	the	rays	of	the	sun	and

the	beams	of	the	moon,	I	will	frisk	and	frolic	on	top	of	the	clouds	and	sleep

fondly	in	the	bosom	of	rest	and	leisure.	My	song	will	be	a	clarion	call	from

on	high	to	the	peoples	of	the	earth	to	strive	for	the	freedom	that	will	be



mine.

O	my	mother,	O	my	father,	O	my	kinsfolk	and	myriads	of	the

world,	free	me	from	the	slavery	of	love,	disentangle	me	from	its	snare	and

lift	me	from	its	mire.	Let	me	live,	tieless,	amidst	the	skies,	carolling	this

sweet	song	of	freedom.

N.N

***
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